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Can AI control your Supply Chain?
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Many industries have the need to increase the speed and quality of decision making:
demand and Supply changes do not wait for the monthly (executive) S&OP meeting
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Reaction speed is key  – reduce data latency!

Demand side challenges

• New competition - unexpected
• Transparency - Consumer directly reviews product with 

sales impact
• Increasing number of promotions
• New product introductions – personalization -

innovation
• Cyclical demand
• Sustainability requirements
• ….

Supply side side challenges

• Long supply chains
• Production process related – Pharma, life science
• Production cost reasons – HT

• Complex supply chain relations 
• Scarcity in resources (high quality planners – analysts)
• Inventory pressure
• IoT – everything connected
• ….

Hours, weeks Months, Quarters



Data science has the potential to significantly reduce latency in the supply chain
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Too much humans! Cognitive bias influences the efficiency and effectiveness of planning 
processes
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Anchoring
Rely too much on the initial piece of 

information

Availability heuristic
Overestimating the importance and 

likelihood of events given the greatest 
availability of info

Bandwagon effect
Uptake of beliefs and ideas increases 

the more the others have been adopted 
by others

Belief bias
Basing the strength of an argument on 

the believability or plausibility of the 
conclusion

Blind spot bias
Viewing one other less biased than 

others

Clustering illusion
Erroneously overestimating the 

importance of small clusters or patterns 
in large data

Confirmation bias
Focusing on information that only 
confirms existing preconceptions

Courtesy bias
Giving an opinion that is viewed as 
more socially acceptable to avoid 

controversy

Endowment effect
Ascribe more value to things merely 

because they already own them

“The first forecast is in line with last 
actuals. Do we need to look anymore” 

“The entire S&OP meeting knows 
there is no problem here”

Gambler’s fallacy
Believing future probabilities are altered by 

past events when in fact they are 
unchanged

Hyperbolic discounting
Preferring a smaller, sooner payoff over a 

larger, later reward

Illusion of validity
Overestimating ability to make accurate 
predictions, when data appears to tell a 

coherent story

Ostrich effect
Avoiding negative financial information by 

pretending it does not exist

Post-purchase 
rationalisation

Positive attribution

Reactive devaluation
Devaluing an idea because it originated 

from an opponent

Risk compensation
Taking bigger risks when perceived safety 

increases, more careful when perceived risk 
increases

Status quo bias
Preferring the current state of affairs over 

change

Stereo typing
Assuming a person has characteristics 
because they are member of a group

“I saw something very similar to this in the 
past – we have to take it seriously”

“I didn’t quite follow your argument 
but the conclusion seems right”

“Let’s ignore Sarah’s view on this one, 
she is biased”

“This is the second week that sales 
have increased, this must be a trend”

“We did loads of simulations – most of 
them showed there is no issue”

“The last time we discussed this the 
meeting lasted for hours. Let’s move 
on”

“I know it will cost a fortune to fix but 
it will cost us $15.000. We cannot just 
throw it away”

“New competitor products  failed the last 
three times, it is unlikely that it’ll happen 
again” 

“Let’s just get the promotion done ASAP” 

“This worked fine in consumer tests in the 
US, it should work fine here” 

“Let’s not include this set back in this 
months financial forecast, we will recover 
next month” 

“We made a good forecast on that one” 

“Our competitors are only doing well 
because their products are cheap” 

“Now we have got the new equipment we can cut 
the time the time spend on maintenance and 
increase the yield numbers in our APS” 

“If it ain’t broke don’t fix it” 

“Dave from Operations is worried, but frankly the 
Ops team are always pessimists” 



Investments in ”big data” technology have not automatically led to moving beyond BI
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Azure Data Lake



Business intelligence ≠ business analytics: 
from information to insight
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Descriptive Predictive

What happened? What will happen when? What should we do? Automated fast learning

Prescriptive Cognitive

Reporting Forecasting Scenario planning

Business intelligence Business analytics

PAST FUTURE



The EyeOn Analytics in Planning benchmark  shows decision making uses 
human knowledge and simple data and facts, limited use of advanced data 
analysis
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 Simple data and facts

Advanced  data analysis

Decision making (1 - 10 scale, N = 25)



A recent project where the pilot results 

– Insight into max. forecastability of 
demand using machine learning

– Bias improved with > 2%,

– Forecast Accuracy > +5% (week bucket)

– Enabled focus of UK team moved to 
value add and business drive

– Outlined way forward on APS &TPO 
tooling roll out
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Make the change
Acquire the right capabilities



Searching for a breed of people needed that do not exist...
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…resulting in the rise of supply chain centers of excellence that bring together 
capabilities

– operations research specialists

– subject-matter experts

– programmers

– data engineers

– project managers

Avoid struggling with
• legacy IT processes and systems,
• budgeting rounds,
• lack of mandate leading to poor adoption,
• waning motivation due to long implementation time 

lines
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Build strong analytical skills – often centrally organized 

Business benefits

– Economies of scale by grouping analyst function

– Not biased by local successes / failures

Attract and retain talent

– Career path for analysts

– Easy to growing competences and standardizing 
processes

– Opportunity for challenging projects

– Data Ninjas
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From recent DP & big data benchmark: 21% of companies have 
centralized analytics function 

Centralization Analytics Function

Centralized Decentralized



Speed is key. Build capabilities during operation.
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Use tools that support continuous innovation



the number 1 system of innovation still is…

The Excel success story…

– developed by the business,

– universal access,

– quick prototypes and iterations,

– no budget approvals needed,

.. but Excel has it’s drawbacks, not the least being 
impossible to scale
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.. nonetheless, systems of innovation need somewhat of an Excel spirit
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–OPEX instead of CAPEX

– Business instead of IT initiated

– Iteratieve approach

– DevOps vs Scrum

– Platforms rather than products



EyeOn services are developed and deployed on Honeycomb, a state-of-the-art data 
science platform

– EyeOn Honeycomb platform is a state-of-the-art, 
Dataiku powered data science platform:

• Open architecture

• Collaboration between different types of users

• Seamless integration & data model abstraction

• Scalable!

– EyeOn is an official partner of Dataiku



Leverage earlier work by developing standardized building blocks
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exploration using 
visual recipes and 
code notebooks

prototyping using 
custom recipes to 
augment the flow

packaging new 
functionality in 

reusable plugins

deploying latest 
technology 



OPEN ARCHITECTURE: ensures continued access to latest technologies

What do these 
famous logo’s from 
the data scientist 
toolkit have in 
common?
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XGBoost



COLLABORATION: Easy tracking of activities in project dashboards, providing full 
transparency during development and enabling effective progress and quality control
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MIXED TEAMS: Visual project modeling & configuration allows business consultants and 
less experienced users to work on a project together with data scientist who are 
unconstrained using Python, R and SQL notebooks and code recipes
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Standardized 
building block
(EyeOn build)

Block of prototype / 
custom Python 

code

API wrapper to 
Best-of-Breed 

software 

Standardized 
building block

(external)

Access to extensive 
machine learning 

toolkit



ZOOM OUT: quick analysis and visual inspection at each step of the flow hugely helps 
keeping the overview and increases efficiency in processing data
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MACHINE LEARNING: prototyping is boosted with out-of-the-box access to extensive 
state-of-art machine learning toolkit, cross-validation and parameter optimization
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BIG DATA: a data modeling abstraction layer makes dealing with loads of data from 
many different sources manageable and efficient
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– connectors

– data modelling abstraction

– sampling

– off-loading
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